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Adaptation reduces the harmful e�ects of climate change. Nonetheless, the

process of adaptation is associated with costs. If these costs are not managed

accordingly, they have the potential to deter adaptation thereby impacting on

its sustainability. Estimating adaptation costs to climate change provides vital

information for decision-making among resource constrained smallholder

maize farmers and enhances sustainable adaptation. However, there is no

method for estimating adaptation costs that caters for the needs of smallholder

maize farmers. Therefore, it was imperative to develop a context-specific

tool for estimating adaptation costs for smallholder maize farmers using a

bottom-up approach. Principles of quantification of theoretical constructs

including conceptualization, operationalisation and attribute development

were adopted in developing the tool for estimating adaptation costs to climate

change. The tool is composed of three evaluation tools and three adaptation

costs equations for the pre-, during- and post-adaptation phases, a total

adaptation costs equation and a Summated Rating Scale for sustainability of

adaptation activities. The tool is user-friendly, relatively easy to use, can be

interpreted easily andmodified to suit di�erent smallholder farmers. It is hoped

that the tool will assist smallholder maize farmers to consider all factors of

critical importance before implementing adaptation plans and ensure reduced

adaptation costs while enhancing sustainability.

KEYWORDS

adaptation costs, adaptation process, maize, smallholder farmers, sustainable

adaptation

Introduction

It is widely acknowledged that adaptation reduces the harmful effects of climate

change. Although thismay be the case, the process of adaptation is dynamic, complex and

multifaceted in nature. This is because it occurs in technical, biophysical, psychological

and social dimensions. Some scholars (Batie, 2008; Levin et al., 2012) have branded

processes such as adaptation to climate change “wicked problems” because they are

difficult to comprehend. It has also been established that despite the many positive

outcomes brought forward through adaptation, it has a “dark side”. Kates (2000) noted

that adaptation creates winners and losers thereby worsening inequalities between
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different groups in societies for example, the rich and the poor.

Barnett and O’neill (2010) observed the social injustices among

vulnerable groups in society and the diminished environmental

integrity brought forward by adaptation. Kori (2021) concurred

and noted that adaptation to climate change is associated

with costs that may be financial or non-financial, direct or

indirect, tangible or intangible. In any of these cases, if these

costs are not managed accordingly, they may be detrimental to

the sustainability of adaptation especially in communities that

survive on climate dependent livelihoods such as farming. The

costs may also deter efforts to implement adaptation measures

among communities willing to adapt. Such situations have a

bearing on sustainable adaptation. Therefore, it is important for

smallholder farmers to estimate the costs of adaptation before

implementing adaptation plans to strategize accordingly and

enhance sustainable adaptation.

Lim et al. (2005) reported that sustainable climate change

adaptation supports sustainable development. This could be

one of the reasons why the Sustainable Development Goals

(SDGs) of the United Nations gave high priority to climate

change issues with SDG 13 specifically targeting to combat

climate change and its impacts. One of the ways in which

this is supposed to be achieved is through strengthening

resilience and adaptive capacity in all countries. In the same

vein, Lim et al. (2005) emphasized that to promote sustainable

adaptation, focus should be on practice rather than theory where

strategies for climate change adaptation should be integrated

into sustainable development plans. As postulated, climate

change and sustainability should not be treated in isolation.

Several calls have been made to mainstream adaptation

in the context of sustainable development. However, no

subsequent actions are yet to be implemented as Bhatasara

and Nyamwanza (2018) noted that climate change research

in general, still lacks the sustainability dimension. The same

authors specifically noted the narrow conceptualization of

sustainability in adaptation research in Africa, yet the region

is highly susceptible to climate change. Pachauri et al. (2014)

reported that climate change will slow down economic growth,

erode food security and exacerbate poverty in Africa. This calls

for African communities especially those that rely on climate

sensitive livelihoods like farming to adapt to climate change in

a sustainable manner.

Estimating the costs associated with adaptation could be

one of the ways that can ensure sustainable adaptation. It is

envisaged that estimating the costs associated with adaptation

will ensure sustainable adaptation through providing vital

information for resource constrained smallholder farmers that

will enhance informed decision-making. Apart from that,

smallholder farmers will be equipped with information that

will enable them to consider all factors of critical importance

before implementing adaptation plans. However, there is no

context-specific method for estimating adaptation cost to

climate change that also enhance sustainability particularly for

smallholder maize farmers. Traditional approaches that have

been used in estimating adaptation costs such as the Cost

Benefit Analysis (CBA), Cost Effective Analysis (CEA), and

Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) among others do not give a

deeper understanding of the cost involved prior to, during

and post adaptation phases especially for individual smallholder

farmers. Furthermore, the methods do not consider potential

interrelationships between various adaptation cost variables.

These valuation methods only provide support to help select

among numerous possible adaptation options but do not go

further to establish what happens thereafter which may have a

strong bearing on sustainable adaptation.

The valuation methods also do not fully consider the non-

economic and non-market costs such as the social, psychological

and environmental effects of adaptation as they are difficult to

quantify and attach reliable monetary values (Fankhauser and

Dietz, 2014). For example, CBA Allows for comparison between

costs and benefits of adaptation strategies using a common

metric normally valued in monetary terms. However, not all

costs and benefits of adaptation can be valued in monetary

terms. This leads to exclusion of relevant and important aspects

that need to be considered to ensure sustainable adaptation. The

United Nations Framework for Climate Change Convention

(UNFCCC, 2011) observed that valuation of adaptation costs

using monetary terms is problematic and has led to considerable

disagreements among economists about the discount rates

at which future costs should be discounted. This leads to

discrepancies and inconsistences in results.

The traditional methods used in valuing adaptation

strategies assume a stable climate for example, CEA. As such,

they ignore small but frequent events that can affect agricultural

production (Meyer et al., 2013). Therefore, the approaches

do not explicitly deal with realities of climatic variations and

changes that smallholder farmers are normally confronted with.

It is also important to note that the bulk of research on

adaptation cost to climate variability and change have been

extensively at national and international levels. For example, the

CBA is commonly used for government planning by experienced

and professional decisionmakers at amacro level for big projects

(Birol et al., 2010).

The top-down approach therefore, often yields results that

do not offer a direct operational relevance when applied to

individual farm levels. Apart from that, existing valuation

approaches involve the use of powerful, complicated tools and

techniques. This raises the question of expertise in terms of usage

among smallholder farmers who are the main recipients and

end-users. Individual smallholder maize farmersmay not be able

to apply complex valuation approaches in their own capacities

and to their own circumstances. For example, the use of CBA at

individual farm level requires downscaling impact assessments

to local levels (Sain et al., 2017). This requires certain levels of

skill and training which most of the smallholder farmers do not

have hence only experienced practitioners are able to use it.
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The limitations of the traditional valuation approaches

have been recognized by decision makers, policy makers and

governments. This has seen the development of alternative

adaptation decision making approaches such as the Robust

Decision-Making Approaches. However, the methods are still

relatively new in the academic and policy platforms and only

a few applications exist (Hallegatte et al., 2012). It has also

been noted that decision makers are still unfamiliar with

the alternative approaches as it takes time to familiarize new

methods hence the use of traditional approaches is still prevalent

(Dittrich et al., 2016). Despite all the efforts put forward in

coming up with improved valuation methods a gap still remains

that they are top-down approaches.

The above narrative indicate that existing valuation

approaches have a fair share of weaknesses. None of them

provides a single best method for adaptation cost appraisals that

enhances sustainable adaptation for smallholder farmers. It is

within this context that this study was conceived. The aim was

to develop a tool to estimate the costs associated with specific

adaptation measures for smallholder maize farmers. This was

achieved through conducting a case study of an African country,

Zimbabwe, with high levels of poverty, low levels of development

and a high dependency on climate sensitive livelihoods and low

adaptive capacity. In addition to that, the study also aimed to

respond to the observations noted in the preceding paragraphs

and sought to develop a context-specific and simplified tool for

estimating adaptation cost to climate change that offers a direct

operational relevance to smallholder maize farmers. This was

done through a series of steps. First, adaptation cost elements

were established. Secondly, cost categories and variables were

conceptualized and operationalized according to smallholder

maize farmers’ narratives. As a final step, a context-specific tool

for estimating adaptation cost to climate change for smallholder

maize farmers was developed. This study contributes to the

sustainable adaptation debate through providing a sustainability

indicator as a tool for adaptation assessment and decision-

making for smallholder maize farmers.

Materials and methods

An integrated approach was adopted for the research. In

this section, an outline of the steps taken in developing the

tool for estimating adaptation cost to climate change is given.

A conceptual framework in which this study is embedded is

given first. This is followed by a description of the study area

and the reasons why it was considered suitable for the study are

explained. An explanation of the research design and sampling

procedure that came up with the sample of the study follows

thereafter. This is followed by the data collection and analysis

methods, tools and techniques. Details of how trustworthiness

and quality of research were built close this section.

Conceptual framework

This study is based on the argument that, while existing

climate change adaptation perspectives situate sustainability

within the confines of development, they have been less

forthcoming in providing the necessary tools that can enhance

sustainability. To address this gap, this study aimed to develop

a tool for estimating adaptation costs for smallholder maize

farmers. While acknowledging that the terms sustainability

and adaptation are interwoven in many ways, in this study

these terms have been merged and contextualized to suit the

smallholder maize farmers scenarios and borrowed insights

from Chikozho (2010) and the Pachauri et al. (2014) to define

the term. As such, sustainable adaptation refers to processes

executed by smallholder maize farmers to adjust, moderate,

better cope, or manage the impact of climate change while

ensuring that the actions do not jeopardize such efforts in the

future. While maintaining this definition, it is noted that the

processes often used to manage the impact of climate change are

associated with challenges, burdens, conflicts and contradictions

that unfold prior to, during and after implementation of

adaptation plans. At this point, the traditional adaptation

process is invoked. It should be noted that it is divided

into 3 main stages. These are the pre-, during- and post-

adaptation stages.

The pre-adaptation stage corresponds to the assessment

and planning stages of the traditional adaptation process.

The during-adaptation stage correspond to the implementation

stage and the post-adaptation stage to the monitoring and

evaluation stage. It is deduced that during the pre-adaptation

phase, costs that affect the sustainable adaptation arise from the

negative impact of climate change on maize farming. During-

adaptation stage, costs that affect sustainable adaptation arise

from implementing adaptation measures. Post-adaptation, costs

arise from the effects of adaptation measures on implementing

and/or external actors as well as the environment. It is envisaged

that adaptation costs encountered during each stage deter

adaptation efforts and hence affect sustainable adaptation.

The idea posited by Eriksen and O’brien (2007) that

strengthening adaptive capacity enhances sustainable climate

adaptation was borrowed to strengthen the conceptualization.

In this case, adaptive capacity can be strengthened through

providing appropriate tools that facilitate informed decision-

making for smallholder farmers. Tools that enable them to

consider all factors of critical importance taking into account

their own circumstances in terms of availability of resources,

when to adapt and how to adapt are necessary.

Study area and rationale for selection

The study was conducted in Chirumanzu District located in

the Midlands Province of Zimbabwe. The area lies in Natural
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FIGURE 1

Map of Chirumanzu, Zimbabwe showing the location of the study area. Source: Author’s graphical representation of the study area.

Region III with some parts falling under Natural Region IV

(Kapungu, 2013). Natural Region III and IV are semi-intensive

and semi-extensive farming regions, respectively. Although

both regions are suitable for livestock production, smallholder

agriculture is more inclined toward crop production with maize

being one of the most produced crops. The two Natural Regions

III and IV in which Chirumanzu lies, are prone to climatic

variations and changes. The regions receive rainfall ranging

from 500–750 to 400–510mm per annum, respectively (Musara

et al., 2011). The area is subject to extreme temperature, severe

mid-season dry spells and frequent seasonal droughts (Simba

and Chayangira, 2017), yet rain fed agriculture is the major

source of livelihood.

ChirumanzuDistrict has 25 wards.Wards are administrative

divisions for election purposes normally represented by a

councilor. Eight wards (11, 12, 15, 16, 18, 19 and 20) benefited

from both the old resettlement programme of the 1980s and

the Fast Track Land Reform Programme of 2000. This research

focussed on smallholder maize farmers who benefited from

the resettlement programme who are making efforts to adapt

to climate change. The farmers have adapted through several

ways including conservation farming, diversification, changing

planting dates, irrigation and preserving soil biodiversity (Kori

et al., 2020). Further research has proven that these farmers

encounter several problems, dangers and challenges (considered

costs) while adapting to climate variability and change (Kori,

2021). Such a community subject to climate variations, changes

and extreme events, with farmers making efforts to adapt and

attesting to experiencing adaptation costs provided a suitable

area for the study. Figure 1 shows the map of Chirumanzu and

the location of the wards selected for the study.

Research design

A sequential exploratory mixed method design (Creswell

et al., 2003; Cresswell and Plano Clark, 2011) was adopted for

this research. Data collection and analysis was conducted in

stages. The initial phase constituted qualitative data collection

and analysis forming the core component (Schoonenboom

and Johnson, 2017). Results of the qualitative phase then

informed the second phase which constituted the supplementary
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component (Schoonenboom and Johnson, 2017). In Morse

(2016) notation system the design is denoted:

QUALI → quan design,

signifying that more weight is attached to the core qualitative

component (written in capital letters) while the quantitative

component (written in small letters) only supplemented it.

Figure 2 shows a diagram that further details the research design.

Sampling procedure

The population of the study was all the smallholder maize

farmers in Chirumanzu resettlement areas. Sampling was done

in two stages to come up with a representative sample. The first

stage aimed at identifying wards to work in. Heterogeneous or

maximum variation purposive sampling (Etikan et al., 2016) was

conducted. The selection criterion was dominant soil types in

Chirumanzu. Dominant soil types were considered specifically

for three reasons. Firstly, soil type is one of the major factors

that drive maize farming. Secondly, different soil types behave

differently to variations and changes in climate. Thirdly, soil

types determine how the farmer will respond to the impacts

of climate variations and changes. It was acknowledged that

soil types may overlap across wards however, consideration

was given to the dominant soil type covering at least 80 %

of the ward. Verification and confirmation of soil types was

also done at individual farm level during the interviews. Four

dominant soil types were discovered from the nine wards that

benefited from the resettlement programme. These are sandy,

clay, shallow-sodic and sandy loam. This led to a selection of

four representative wards. Ward 11 was selected to represent

sandy loam soils. Ward 12 was selected to represent shallow-

sodic soils. Ward 15 was selected to represent clay soils. Ward

20 was selected to represent deep sandy soils.

The second stage involved identification and selection of

maize farmers to interview. Homogenous purposive sampling

was used (Etikan et al., 2016). The selection criterion was farmers

who had experienced variations and changes in climate and

adopted adaptation measures. Apart from that, farmers were

supposed to be producing high yields consistently, always had

enough maize grain to feed their families and had extra to sell.

While acknowledging that there are other factors that influence

adaptation, in this study, it was assumed that performance was a

result of adoption of adaptation measures while all other factors

were held constant. This was informed by the need to establish

the sustainability of successful adaptation in developing the

framework for estimating adaptation cost. The total sample size

was informed by data saturation. Data saturation was reached

mostly between the 8th and 9th farmer throughout the four

wards. After the 8th and 9th farmers no new information was

gathered however, interviews were continued up to the 15th

farmer in wards 11, 12 and 20 in case more insightful data

arises (Peterson, 2019). However, in ward 15, interviews were

stopped at the 9th farmer due to commotion that erupted during

data collection. Therefore, the total sample size was 54 farmers.

Figure 3 shows the sampling procedure.

Data collection, management and
analysis

The main data collection tool was a semi-structured

interview guide. The interview guide contained open-ended

questions regarding the problems, dangers and challenges

encountered by smallholder maize farmers (adaptation cost

elements) during the three phases of adaptation (pre-,

during-, post-). The data enabled the researcher to gather

perspectives and understanding of the costs associated with

adaptation to climate change among smallholder maize farmers.

This data was then used in developing the tool for estimating

adaptation cost through a series of steps as explained below.

Step 1: Clustering and categorizing adaptation

cost elements

The cost elements were first clustered and categorized into

homogenous groups. This was done by identifying common

themes in qualitative data collected on problems, dangers

and challenges encountered by smallholder maize farmers to

establish relationships between cost elements. This yielded cost

variables and categories of adaptation.

Step 2: Conceptualization

The adaptation cost variables and categories were defined

first (conceptualization) in the context of the study considering

the primary data collected on the adaptation cost elements

and variables. Conceptualization provided an opportunity to

understand what would be included and excluded in the

definitions. In defining the cost variables one major question

was asked: How does the cost variable manifest as specified by

maize farmers? Answering this question was key to determining

a contexualised definition of the cost variables. Reference

was given to the qualitative data collected, particularly direct

quotations on adaptation cost elements by farmers. The

definitions provided by the conceptualization process clarifies

the operational meanings of cost variables that underpin the

concept of adaptation cost to climate change in this paper.

Definitions of the cost variables are therefore context-specific.

Although the definitions of adaptation cost variables established

in this research may differ from regular definitions given in

literature, they offer a direct operational relevance to smallholder

maize farmers in Chirumanzu and may be extended to other

smallholder farmers elsewhere.

Step 3: Operationalisation

Means of measuring the cost variables were formulated

(operationalisation). Unobservable cost variables were linked

with observable indicators (Leggett, 2011) mentioned by

smallholder maize farmers. In other words, indicators were
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FIGURE 2

Research design. Source: Author’s conceptualization.

FIGURE 3

Sampling procedure. Source: Author’s conceptualization.

developed making reference to qualitative data on the

adaptation cost elements in order to ensure conformity

to maize farmers’ experiences. The process helped answer

two basic questions: What is being measured?, How is it

being measured?

Step 4: Attribute development

Attributes were developed for the established indicators.

Attributes were treated as changeable characteristics which

define a cost variable (Markus and Borsboom, 2013). The

approach involved continuously reviewing qualitative data on
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the cost elements with the aim of identifying major themes

until a basic structure emerged for the cost variables. The basic

structure laid the foundations for generic attribute development.

Since attributes had changeable characteristics, values were

often attached to represent the variations. Therefore, qualitative

(non-numeric) values of attributes were established however,

they were represented quantitatively (numerically). While the

underlying cost variables remained qualitative, the numerical

numbers represented the respondents’ personal evaluation

regarding the cost variables. Evaluation and frequency attributes

(Spector, 1992) were developed for the cost variables. Evaluation

attributes established how maize farmers would rate adaptation

cost experiences. Frequency attributes established how often

maize farmers experienced a specific adaptation cost. Simple

worded statements were used while developing attributes. The

number of attribute choices was determined by the nature of

the data collected and substantiated with literature. Frequency

attribute choices were ordered along a measurement continuum

of low occurrence to high occurrence and numbers were

assigned to each choice. Evaluation attribute choices differed

from one indicator to another since the levels of measurement

varied from one indicator to the next. Attribute choices

indicated the extent to which adaptation cost variables are

encountered or experienced.

Step 5: Assigning levels of measurement

Features of the traditional Likert scale (Likert, 1932) were

borrowed to assign levels of measurement for each attribute

choice. Levels of measurement were assigned for each attribute

choice and these were ranked on a scale of 0 to 5 resulting in a

6-point unipolar scale (Spector, 1992). It was acknowledged that

farmers may not encounter all the adaptation costs thus an even

number of attribute choices with five scale points in the response

set, with an additional scale point of zero signifying never having

experienced an indicator was adopted.

Both positive and negative verbal attribute choices were used

with closed range (Schwarz et al., 1985) to avoid vague quantifier

verbal labels which can be interpreted in different ways. Positive

attribute choices assume normal scaling while negative attribute

choices assume reversed scaling. Hence in a reversed scale, 5 =

0, 4 = 1, 3 = 2, 2 = 3, 1 = 4 and 0 = 5. The numbers reflect

that each level is proportionally greater or smaller than the level

before it. This would help answer the question; What score can

be assigned by different maize farmers to the levels of attribute

choices determining adaptation cost. The total score will give the

overall weight of individual farmer’s cost of adaptation.

To estimate the adaptation cost for an individual farmer, a

mean score will be calculated by summing up the pre-, during-

and post-adaptation scores. The total score will be divided by the

total number of indicators to come up with a mean adaptation

cost that falls within the 0–5 range.

Mean score =
Pre− adaptation + During − adaptation + Post − adaptation scores

No. of indicators

Where;

The number of indicators= No. of cost variables

Pre-adaptation costs = the mean score of cost incurred

before implementation of adaptation plans

During-adaptation costs= the mean score of costs incurred

while implementing adaptation plans

Post-adaptation costs = the mean score of costs incurred as

a result of implementing adaptation plans

A mean sum of one signifies very low adaptation cost. A

mean sum of two signifies low adaptation cost. A mean sum

of three signifies average adaptation cost. A mean sum of four

signifies high adaptation cost. A mean sum of five signifies very

high adaptation cost.

Trustworthiness and quality of research

This research relied much on the initial phase constituting

the qualitative component. Therefore, it was important to

establish trustworthiness to enhance credibility and reduce

bias. Trustworthiness was enhanced through building credibility

(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Credibility was established through

identifying irregular and/ or contrary cases that were unique

to one respondent which is in line with Burnard et al. (2008)

approach. This also ensured that response bias was reduced

through inclusion of these outliers ensuring that less common

responses were not left out. Furthermore, this ensured that there

was no researcher interference or alteration of the perception of

data and insights offered.

Results

Adaptation cost elements, categories and
variables

Table 1 shows the adaptation cost elements for the three

stages of the adaptation process and a brief description of

each to further explain the adaptation cost elements. In total

20 cost elements were established. Seven cost categories and

29 cost variables were deduced from the list of adaptation

cost elements. Two cost categories and ten cost variables were

deduced from the pre-adaptation phase. Three cost categories

and 13 cost variables were deduced from during-adaptation

phase. Two cost categories and six cost variables were deduced

from post-adaptation phase.

Definitions and indicators of cost
variables

Definitions of cost variables based in the context of this

study are presented in Tables 2–4. The cost variables are

defined as specified by maize farmers during the interviews.
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TABLE 1 Key adaptation cost elements.

Adaptation

stage

Adaptation cost elements Brief description of adaptation cost elements

Pre- Compelling reasons to adapt Effects of recurring climate changes that forced farmers to adapt

Negative feelings Farmers’ negative feelings displaying annoyance due to the continually thwarted efforts

to reduce the effects of climate change

Uncontrollable feelings Feelings generated due to the inability to do anything about the threat posed by climate

change

Passive feelings Feelings demonstrating resigned acceptance because of the thought that it is impossible

to deal with climate change

Forceful feelings Feelings that show unproductive solutions in dealing with climate change

During- Threat to safety and wellbeing Challenges brought by adaptation that threaten farmers’ wellbeing raising health and

safety concerns

Negative effects on arable land and

environment

Negative effects brought by adaptation that damaged arable land and the environment

Negative effects on productivity Negative effects on productivity brought by some adaptation measures that impact

productivity

High costs and scarcity of adaptation

inputs/resources

Expensive and unavailable inputs/ resources required for adaptation

Mechanical issues Lack of mechanical equipment required to implement some adaptation measures

Increased risk and uncertainty Imprecise and inaccurate projections that increase risk and uncertainty of adaptation

Labor related issues High labor demands associated with some adaptation measures and labor bottlenecks

that result in delays in execution of adaptation plans

Challenges getting reliable/ professional

advice on adaptation

The lack of reliable sources of information on adaptation measures resulting in wrong

implementation

Increased input/resource wastage Extra production costs required in executing some adaptation plans that increase

production cost

Need for skills and expertise The lack of skills and knowledge required to execute adaptation plans

Post- Abnormal day schedules Disruption of normal day to day lives due to adaptation activities

Disregard of other important activities Less priority given to other important activities due to adaptation

Extra burden Increased workload for farmers due to adaptation activities

Children held up with adaptation activities Children forced to forego play time, school due to adaptation activities and sometimes

forced to assume adult responsibilities because parents are held up in adaptation

activities

Negative effects on interaction with others Strained relationships with relatives, friends and other community members due to

adaptation activities

Source: Author’s analysis of qualitative data gathered from smallholder maize farmers.

Established indicators for cost variables are also presented.

These specify what is being measured by the cost variables and

how it is measured. Established indicators are reflective and

unidimensional in nature.

Attribute choices, levels of measurement
and evaluation tools

Attribute choices for the pre-adaptation phase are all

evaluative in nature. They evaluate how maize farmers rate

adaptation costs. Table 5 shows an evaluation tool for pre-

adaptation phase. Attribute choices for four of the pre-

adaptation indicators (marked with two stars in Table 5) assume

reversed scaling while the rest take up normal scaling. Table 6

presents an evaluation tool for during-adaptation phase. Out of

the 13 indicators, nine attribute choices were frequency response

choices with close-range quantifiers for each of the six fixed

reference points. Ratio quantifier labels specifying the number

of times an adaptation cost was encountered were used. Only

four indicators, the extent of unintended damage to arable land,

the amount of risk posed to the maize enterprise, amount of

extra money spent on additional inputs required and amount of
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TABLE 2 Pre-adaptation cost categories, variables and definitions.

Adaptation

cost category

Adaptation cost variables Definition/indicator

Impact Yield decline (YD) Amount of yield decline due to impacts of climate shocks and impacts (tons/ha/season)

Surplus loss (SL) Amount of surplus yield lost due to climate shocks and impacts (tons/ha/season)

Financial constraints (FC) The extent to which a farmer fails to execute financial responsibilities (between farming

seasons) because there is no surplus maize to sell

Food shortages (FS) The severity of food shortages in a household due to loss in maize yield associated to

climate shocks and impacts (per farming season)

Psychological Loss of cognition (CG) Farmers’ level of awareness of climate impacts, actions to take, implementation procedures

and associated benefits

Loss of contentment (CT) Farmers’ level of happiness with respect to efforts made to sustain maize enterprises yet

they were ruined by climate shocks and impacts

Loss of religious conviction (RC) The belief that climate shocks and impacts are a form of punishment from God

Loss of place attachment (PA) The possibility that a farmer would leave the resettlement farm due to the persistent

climate shocks and impacts

Loss of self-efficacy (SE) Farmers’ belief in their ability to execute adaptation plans

Loss of concern (CN) Level of acceptance that nothing can be done about the impacts of climate variability and

change on maize farming

Source: Author’s content analysis of qualitative data gathered from smallholder maize farmers.

TABLE 3 During-adaptation cost categories, variable and definitions.

Cost category Cost variable Definition/indicator

Implementation Cost of getting professional advice

(AD)

No. of times a farmer gets professional advice from extension officers or private

consultancy on adaptation activities in a season

Shortage of capital investment (IC) No. of times a farmer lacks money to buy inputs/resources to implement and sustain

adaptation activities (per farming season)

Additional input cost (AI) No. of times a farmer encounters additional, unplanned cost of seed, fertilizer and

chemicals (per hectare per farming season) to implement and sustain adaptation

activities

Additional labor cost (AL) No. of times a farmer hires extra labor due to labor bottlenecks during implementation

of adaptation plans (in a farming season)

Labor opportunity cost (LO) No. of times children and members of the household fail to do other important activities

due to adaptation activities (in a farming season)

Additional operating cost (OC) No. of times a farmer spends extra money on additional inputs/resources required to

execute and maintain adaptation plans (per hectare per season)

Cost of extra time invested (ET) No. of times extra time is required to do adaptation activities (in a farming season)

Unintended cost Cost of environmental damage (ED) The extent of unintended damage to arable land and the environment caused by

adaptation activities

Cost of yield losses related to timing

(YT)

No. of times decline in yield related to timing of adaptation plans are often encountered

(per farming season)

Cost of risk associated (RK) The amount of risk posed to the maize enterprise by some adaptation activities

Cost of accident proofing (AC) No. of times the need to ensure safety of children, adults and animals against some

adaptation activities arises (in a farming season)

Psychological Worry over success of adaptation

plans (PS)

No. of times a farmer worries over the success of adaptation plans

Source: Author’s content analysis of qualitative data gathered from smallholder maize farmers.
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TABLE 4 Post-adaptation cost categories, variable and definitions.

Cost category Cost variable Definition/indicator

Social cost Associated stereotypes (AS) No. of times a farmer is ridiculed over implementing certain adaptation

activities (per farming season)

Socio-cultural imbalance (SC) No. of times a farmer or members of the household are forced to forego other

social activities due to adaptation activities (per farming season)

Loss of social cohesion (SH) No. of times a farmer encounters unpleasant incidents with neighbors and

other community members over adaptation activities (per farming season)

Socio-economic inequalities (SI) No. of times a farmer or household members found it difficult to cope with

and balance chores due to scheduled adaptation activities (per farming season)

Loss of children’s rights (CR) No of times children’s rights are often violated due to adaptation plans (per

farming season)

Additional labor

requirements

Associated burden (AB) No. of times a farmer was compelled to get additional labor requirements due

to high demand of labor for adaptation activities (per farming season)

Source: Author’s content analysis of qualitative data gathered from smallholder maize farmers.

decline in yield related to timing are evaluative response choices.

Out of the 13 indicators for during-adaptation phase, attribute

choices for only one indicator assume reversed scaling while the

rest assumes normal scaling. Table 7 shows an evaluation tool for

post-adaptation phase. Attribute choices for the post-adaptation

phase are all frequency response choices. Likewise, for each

indicator, close-ranged ratio-quantifier labels were assigned to

the attribute choices. All the attribute choices for the post-

adaptation phase take up normal scaling.

Adaptation cost calculations

The procedure for calculating total adaptation cost is

shown below:

Total adaptation cost =

Pre− adaptation cost + during − adaptation cost + post − adaptation cost

3

Where;

Total adaptation cost= The overall cost for the three phases

of adaptation

Pre-adaptation cost = The mean score of cost incurred

before implementation of adaptation plans as calculated using

Formula 1 below.

During-adaptation cost = The mean score of costs incurred

while implementing adaptation plans as calculated using

Formula 2 below.

Post-adaptation = The mean score of costs incurred as

a result of implementing adaptation plans as calculated using

Formula 3 below.

Pre-adaptation cost formula

Since ten variables were identified for pre-adaptation phase

and defined in Table 2. Therefore, pre-adaptation cost will be

calculated as:

Pre− adaptation cost =

(YD+ SL+ FS+ FC + RC + CT + CN + SE+ CG+ PA)

10

During-adaptation cost formula

Since 13 variables were identified for the during-adaptation

phase and defined in Table 3. Therefore, during-adaptation, cost

will be calculated as:

During − adaptation cost =

(AD+ CI + AI + AL + LO+ ET + BM + ED+ RK + OC + YT + AC + PS)

13

Post-adaptation cost formula

Since 6 variables were identified for post-adaptation phase

and defined in Table 4. Therefore, the post-adaptation cost will

be calculated as:

Post − adaptation cost =
(CR+ SC + CH + AS+ SI + LA)

6

Summated rating scale for estimating
adaptation cost

The summated rating scale shown in Figure 4 is in the form

of a color ramp. It depicts adaptation cost level for individual
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TABLE 5 Evaluation tool for estimating pre-adaptation cost.

Working

definition

Yield decline

(YD)

Surplus loss (SL) Food shortages

(FS)

Financial

constraints (FC)**

Loss of cognition

(CG)**

Assessment question How much yield

decline have you

experienced because of

climate change?

How much surplus for

sell did you lose

because of climate

change?

F9. How severe were the

food shortages as a

result of climate

change?

F10. To what extent have

you experienced financial

constraints as a result of

climate change?

How would you rate your

awareness of climate

change, impact, adaptation

measures and their

benefits?

Attribute choices,

levels of measurement

and scores

0. No decline 0. No surplus loss 0. Never 0. Never 0. Fully aware

1. Very low 1. Very low 1. Minor 1. Less extent 1. Aware

2. Low 2. Low 2. Less severe 2. To some extent 2. Somewhat aware

3. Average 3. Average 3.Severe 3. Large extent 3. Partially aware

4. High 4. High 4. More severe 4. Very large 4. Somewhat unaware

5. Very high 5. Very high 5. Extreme 5. Always 5. Totally aware

Working definition Loss of concern (CN) Loss of religious

conviction (RC)

Loss of self-efficacy

(SE)**

Loss of contentment

(CT)**

Loss of place attachment

(PA)

Assessment question How would you rate

your acceptance that

nothing can be done

about the impact of

climate change?

How would you rate

your belief that climate

change is a form of

God’s punishment?

How would you rate

your belief in your

ability to execute

adaptation plans?

How do you feel when

your adaptation efforts

are ruined by recurring

climate changes?

How would you rate the

possibility that you would

leave farming 1 day

because of climate change?

Attribute choices,

levels of measurement

and scores

0. Zero acceptance 0. Do not believe at all 0. Strongly believe 0. Completely satisfied 0. No possibility at all

1. Very little 1. Strongly do not

believe

1.Somewhat believe 1. Satisfied 1. Very low possibility

2. Little 2. Somewhat do not

believe

2. Neutral 2. Fairly satisfied 2. Low possibility

3. Partial 3. Neutral 3. Somewhat do not

believe

3. Somewhat unsatisfied 3. Average possibility

4. High 4. Believe 4. Strongly do not

believe

4. Very unsatisfied 4. High possibility

5. Total acceptance 5. Strongly believe 5. Do not believe at all 5. Unsatisfied 5. Very high possibility

**Attribute choices assuming reverse scaling.

farmers as well as sustainability of adaptation activities on a

six-point Likert scale.

Green represents zero, no adaptation cost hence extremely

sustainable adaptation activities. Light green represents 1

signifying very low adaptation cost hence sustainable adaptation

activities. Light brown represents 2, signifying low adaptation

cost hence moderately sustainable adaptation activities.

Orange represents 3, which signify high adaptation cost hence

moderately unsustainable adaptation activities. Red represents

4 indicating very high adaptation cost hence unsustainable

adaptation activities. Dark red represents 5 indicating extremely

high adaptation cost hence extremely unsustainable adaptation

activities. Sustainability of adaptation activities decreases from

zero to five hence a mean score of five represents extremely

unsustainable adaptation activities while zero represents

extremely sustainable adaptation activities.

Discussion

Many factors and/or issues affect the ability of individual

smallholder farmers to achieve sustainable adaptation

(Mcneeley, 2017). In this study, focus was on the costs

associated with adaptation that often deter adaptation efforts

thereby affecting its sustainability. The two most important

factors that establish sustainable adaptation according to

Eriksen and Brown (2011) are the authority to make adaptation
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TABLE 6 Evaluation tool for estimating cost during-adaptation.

Working

definition

Cost of getting

professional

advice (AD)**

Investment cost Additional input

cost (AI)

Additional labor

cost (AL)

Labor

opportunity cost

(LO)

Cost of extra

time invested

(ET)

Cost of

borrowing/hiring

machinery (BM)

Assessment question How often do you seek

professional advice on

adaptation activities?

How often do you lack

capital to invest,

implement or maintain

adaptation activities?

How often do you

encounter additional,

unplanned cost of inputs

required for adaptation?

How often do you hire

extra labor to implement

adaptation plans?

How often do you fail to

do other important

activities due to

adaptation activities?

How often do you

spend extra time than

necessary to carry out

adaptation activities?

How often do you

encounter setbacks in

executing adaptation

activities due to lack of

equipment?

Attribute choices,

levels of measurement

and scores

0. Always 0. Never lack 0. Never 0. Never 0. Never 0. Never 0. Never

1. More regularly 1. Less often 1. Less often’ 1. Less often 1. Less often 1. Less often 1. Less often

2. Regularly 2. Often 2. Often 2. Often 2. Often 2. Often 2. Often

3. Often 3. Regularly 3. Regularly 3. Regularly 3. Regularly 3. Regularly 3. Regularly

4. Less often 4. More regularly 4. More regularly 4. More regularly 4. More regularly 4. More regularly 4. More regularly

5. Never 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always

Working

definitions

Cost of

environmental

damage (ED)

Cost of risk

associated (RK)

Additional

operating cost

(OC)

Cost of decline in

yield related to

timing (YT)

Cost of safety and

accident proofing

(AC)

Psychological

cost (PS)

Assessment question To what extent do you

experience damage to

arable

land/environment

caused by adaptation

activities?

How much risk do some

adaptation activities pose

to agriculture-based

livelihoods?

How much extra money

do you spend on

additional inputs

required to implement

or maintain adaptation

activities?

How much decline in

yield do you experience as

a result of timing of

adaptation plans?

How often do you need

to ensure safety for

children, other

household member and

animals against danger

/harm that may be

caused by adaptation

activities?

How often do you

worry over the success

of adaptation

activities?

Attribute choices,

levels of measurement

and scores

0. No damage to arable

land

0. No risk at all 0. Never 0. No decline 0. No need 0. Never worry

1. Less extent 1. Very little risk 1. Very little 1. Very low decline 1. Very rare 1. Very rare

2. Some extent 2. Little risk 2. Little 2. Low decline 2. Rare 2. Rare

3. Large extent 3. Average risk 3. Average 3. Average decline 3. Often 3. Often

4. Very large extent 4. High risk 4. High 4. High decline 4. Less often 4. Less often

5. Complete damage 5. Very high risk 5. Very high 5. Very high decline 5. Always 5. Always worrying

**Attribute choices assuming reverse scaling.
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TABLE 7 Evaluation tool for estimating post-adaptation cost.

Working

definition

Loss of children’s

rights (CR)

Socio-cultural

imbalances (SC)

Loss of social

cohesion (CH)

Associated

stereotypes (AS)

Socio-economic

inequalities (SI)

Associated burden

(AB)

Assessment question How often do children fail

to go to school or to play

while carrying out

adaptation activities?

How often do other

members of the

household fail to do

other important

activities while carrying

out adaptation activities?

How often do you

encounter unpleasant

incidences with

neighbors or other

community members

over adaptation

activities?

How often are you

ridiculed over

implementing certain

adaptation activities by

other community

members?

How often do you find it

difficult to cope with or

balance household

chores due to adaptation

activities?

How often were you

compelled to get

additional labor

requirements due to high

demand of labor for

adaptation activities?

Attribute choices,

levels of measurement

and scores

0. Never 0. Never 0. Never 0. Never been ridiculed 0. Never 0. Never

1. Very rare 1. Very rare 1. Very rare 1. Very rare 1. Very rare 1. Very rare

2. Rare 2. Rare 2. Rare 2. Rare 2. Rare 2. Rare

3. Often 3. Often 3. Often 3. Often 3. Often 3. Often

4. Less often 4. Less often 4. Less often 4. Less often 4. Less often 4. Less often

5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always 5. Always
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FIGURE 4

Summated rating scale for adaptation cost level and sustainability of adaptation.

decisions and flexibility to adapt. This study aimed to establish a

tool that would offer smallholder maize farmers that authority

and flexibility to make decisions about when and how to

adapt taking into consideration their own circumstances in

ensuring that adaptation costs are kept at a minimum as much

as possible to achieve sustainable adaptation. This section starts

by discussing the adaptation cost elements, categories and

variables. This is followed by a discussion on the definitions

and indicators of adaptation costs. A discussion on the attribute

choices, level of measurement and evaluation tools come

thereafter. The section closes by discussing the adaptation cost

calculations and the summated rating scale.

Cost elements, categories and variables

The adaptation cost elements established in this study

both advances past empirical research and offers new and

novel insights on the process of adaptation among smallholder

farmers. In general findings illustrate that pre-adaptation cost

elements triggers adaptation among smallholder maize farmers.

It is during this stage that farmers realize that there is need

to adapt. Pre-adaptation cost elements drives the cognitive

and affective components of risk perception (Terpstra, 2011).

The cognitive component focuses on farmers’ perceived risk of

climate variability and change as well as its impacts. The affective

component focuses on farmers’ feelings, thoughts and emotions

toward climate variability and change events. According to the

Protection Motivation Theory (Feng et al., 2017), the cognitive

and affective components drive farmers toward performing

threat appraisals. Threat appraisals are important in adaptation

decision making because it is during this stage where farmers

realize the need to adapt or not.

Some cost elements for the pre-adaptation phase established

in this study suggest that climate change has a psychosocial

impact (Grothmann and Patt, 2005) on smallholder maize

farmers. The psychosocial impact has not been comprehensively

researched possibly due to difficulties in attaching a

measurement. For example, negative feelings generated by

the impact of climate change on the maize enterprises. Such

costs are equally important just like the financial costs and need

to be included in adaptation cost appraisals to reflect the full

cost of adaptation.

Some cost elements in the pre-adaptation phase demonstrate

maladaptive behavior. According to the IPCC Fifth Assessment

Report, maladaptation refers to actions or inactions that

increases the risk of adverse climate-related outcomes, increases

vulnerability to climate change, or diminishes welfare, now or

in the future. This study established a form of maladaptation

among smallholder maize farmers where they would live in

aguish due to the impact of climate change and not do anything

(inaction) about it, for example, passive feelings. However, this

does not solve the problem of climate change. In the same

vein, this study also established another form of maladaptation

where smallholder farmers would rather contemplate leaving

farming and go to find other means of survival (forceful

feelings). In both cases explained, the actions and/or inactions

of smallholder maize farmers increases risk and vulnerability of

climate change both at the present and in the future thereby

affecting sustainability of adaptation.

Some of the during-adaptation cost elements established

in this study fall under barriers to climate change adaptation

(Biesbroek et al., 2013; Eisenack et al., 2014). According to

the IPCC Fifth Assessment Report, barriers to adaptation

are described as factors that make it difficult to implement

adaptation measures. Some scholars use the term limits to

adaptation to refer to barriers of adaptation. In this study,

some of the costs established suggest limits and/or barriers

to adaptation. For example, high cost and scarcity of inputs

required for adaptation a cost element established for during-

adaptation stage can limit implementation of adaptation

measures. Furthermore, high costs incurred and scarcity of

inputs required for adaptation as a cost suggest a key form

of maladaptation. According to Barnett and O’neill (2010)
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adaptation approaches may be maladaptive if their economic,

social and environmental costs are higher than alternative

adaptation approaches. In this case, there are some adaptation

measures with relatively lower costs than others. For example,

moisture conservation through mulching could be relatively

cheaper because the method uses natural resources than other

moisture conservation techniques like construction of retaining

walls to reduce excess runoff and increase infiltration in the field

(see Shah et al., 2012; Baig et al., 2013).

Post-adaptation cost elements established in the study

advances literature on post-adaptation behavior among

smallholder farmers. Post-adaptation cost elements established

largely relate to socially related issues impacting vulnerable

groups in society mainly children and women. Children

were deprived of their right to education while women were

excessively burdened with extra work. This suggest that

adaptation may promote socio-economic inequalities (Barnett

and O’neill, 2010) among children and women if not managed

accordingly. This may result in disproportionately burdening

the vulnerable thereby reinforcing social differentiation, which

constitute unsustainable adaptation (Eriksen and O’brien,

2007).

Definitions and indicators of adaptation
cost variables

The definition of adaptation cost is semantically vague in

existing literature. As a result, conceptualisations vary making it

difficult to make significant conclusions especially for individual

smallholder farmers. This study defined adaptation cost in

the context of smallholder maize farmers in Chirumanzu as

the financial and non-financial challenges, problems, danger,

burdens, conflicts and contradictions that unfold prior to,

during and after implementation of adaptation plans. This

paved way for the development of a local and context-specific

adaptation cost framework for smallholder maize farmers.

The definitions provided by the conceptualization process

clarifies the operational meanings of cost variables that underpin

the concept of adaptation cost to climate variability and change

in this paper. Although the definitions of adaptation cost

variables established in this research may differ from regular

definitions given in literature, they offer a direct operational

relevance to smallholder maize farmers in Chirumanzu and

may be extended to other smallholder farmers elsewhere. The

definitions clearly state what should be included and excluded

in measuring the adaptation cost variables associated with

adaptation to climate variability and change among smallholder

maize farmers. Thus, these definitions move adaptation cost

research forward by submitting a possible solution to the

dilemma of measuring non-financial, indirect and intangible

costs of adaptation.

Indicators hypothesized as cost variables in the adaptation

cost tool are reflective in nature (Bollen and Bauldry, 2011).

This is because they fulfill the three main characteristics of

reflective indicators. Firstly, the underlying latent constructs

are existing (Borsboom et al., 2004) among smallholder maize

farmers and were not formed. Secondly, the direction of

causality is from the latent constructs to the items. Thirdly,

dimensions have a common shared theme with interchangeable

items. On this basis, the tool for estimating adaptation cost

to climate variability and change is a reflective measurement

tool (Abbasi et al., 2017). Treating indicators as reflective

accorded the opportunity to avoid construct misidentification

and misspecification while enhancing construct validity (Freeze

and Raschke, 2007).

Some of the indicators for cost categories and variables

established in the study are latent constructs. This means

that they cannot be measured or observed directly. This

corresponds to Fankhauser and Dietz (2014) who noted

imprecise representations of non-economic costs of adaptation.

However, the same authors noticed that there are measurable

impacts associated with non-economic costs of adaptation that

are observable in the market economy. As such, inferences were

made from explanations given by smallholder maize farmers

during the interviews to establish measurable and/ or observable

impacts that led to the development of the definitions of the

latent constructs.

Evaluation tools for estimating
adaptation costs

The three evaluation tools are used to assess adaptation

cost scores for the three main stages of adaptation. The levels

of measurement assumes both normal and reverse scoring to

enhance reliability of the adaptation cost tool by reducing

response bias (Navarro-González et al., 2016) whereby personal

factors affect score and validity of interpretations. Response

bias can be either response set or response style (Sonderen

et al., 2013). With the former, participants tend to choose

desirable answers rather than the actual truth while with

the later respondents have a tendency to respond without

paying attention to the content (Suárez Álvarez et al., 2018).

Hence, both normal and reverse keyed attribute choices were

deliberately included to reduce response bias. It is hoped that

this will stimulate farmers to think about their adaptation

cost experiences before assigning scores thereby reducing

response bias.

The three evaluation tools also have evaluative and

frequency response choice responses (Spector, 1992). Both

the evaluative and frequency response choices come from

the theoretical concept that is intended to be measured

(Decastellarnau, 2018). In this case, the evaluative and
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frequency response choices came from the underlying

theoretical adaptation cost variables as specified by smallholder

maize farmers during the interviews. This emphasizes how

crucial it is to utilize the bottom-up approach as it enhances the

suitability of the tool to the smallholder farmers who are the

main recipients and end-users.

Adaptation cost calculations and the
summated rating scale for estimating
adaptation costs

The adaptation cost calculations provide a basis for

calculating the cost associated with adaptation for each of the

three phases of adaptation. It was imperative that the formulae

for the three phases of adaptation be normalized. Hence, the

score for each adaptation phase should be divided by the total

number of indicators for that phase so that the mean adaptation

cost falls within the zero to five range. To get the total cost of

adaptation, farmers need to sum up the mean adaptation cost

scores for the three phases. Another normalization procedure is

also required to maintain the total cost of adaptation within the

zero to five range. As such, the sum of the adaptation cost scores

for pre-, during- and post-adaptation phases will be divided

by three.

The Summated Rating Scale for estimating adaptation cost

is expressed on a continuum with verbal labels at different

scale points. Although it has been proved that verbal labels

increase cognitive effort through reading and trying to process

all the available options (Kunz, 2015), it has been shown that

acquiescence is higher with fully labeled scales (Eutsler and

Lang, 2015). Labeling all the points on a scale has been found to

have a positive impact on reliability of responses given (Menold

et al., 2014).

A score of zero on the Summated Rating Scale for estimating

adaptation cost implies that a farmer did not experience any

of the 29 adaptation costs listed in the pre-, during- and post-

adaptation evaluation tools. A mean score of zero is a theoretical

representation as well as a justified consideration that a farmer

may not experience any of the adaptation costs listed. A score of

one implies that a farmer experienced very few adaptation costs.

In quantitative terms, only 0.2 of the adaptation costs would be

experienced. A score of two implies that a farmer experienced

few adaptation costs, which is 0.4 in quantitative terms. A score

of three implies that a farmer experienced 0.6 adaptation costs.

A score of four implies that a farmer experienced 0.8 adaptation

costs. A score of five implies a farmer experienced all the 29

adaptation costs listed in the evaluation tools.

The tool developed in this study offers a simplified way

for adaptation cost appraisal at local levels. It forms the basis

of positively evaluating adaptation costs among smallholder

farmers leading to the establishment of perceived adaptation cost

(Mitter et al., 2018). Since perceived adaptation cost is a sub-

component of adaptation appraisal (Grothmann and Patt, 2005),

it will positively influence adaptation intention and enhance

adaptation decision-making among smallholder maize farmers.

The tool developed in this study evades the need for skills

and training as it offers a simplified, user-friendly framework

for estimating adaptation cost. The advantage of the approach is

that it does not require quantitative and complex measurements

of adaptation outcomes. Instead, it relies on maize farmers’

adaptation cost experiences. Since different types of farmers

adopt different adaptation plans and have different adaptive

capacities, individual farmers would be able to estimate specific

adaptation costs for their respective adaptation plans taking it to

account available resources and adaptive capacities.

The tool may provide a solution to the challenge that

most smallholder farmers have of keeping records. Many

studies have proved that smallholder farmers do not keep

records. For example, Gichohi (2020) found out that smallholder

farmers maintain sketchy farm records that can barely inform

important decisions neither do they have the ability to interpret

farm records while making decisions. Therefore, this study

provides an approach that relies on farmers’ memory of

events and experiences to enable farmers to make important

adaptation decisions.

The approach used in this study emphasizes the need to

desist from always attempting to quantify adaptation costs

in financial terms which has been found challenging in

past research. For example, this study proposed measuring

labor related issues in non-financial terms. Labor related

issues such as labor productivity and labor opportunity

cost are difficult to calculate and has not been estimated

with much accuracy using financial terms (Doss, 2018). As

such, this study recommends that labor opportunity cost be

measured in terms of the number of important activities

children or members of the household forego to pave way

for adaptation activities. This kind of measurement tries to

speak to the cultural views of labor that do not consider

other children’s and women’s tasks, responsibilities and rights

as important.

This study stresses the need to consider non-economic,

indirect and intangible costs of adaptation to comprehensively

capture the cost associated with adaptation. Fankhauser and

Dietz (2014) stresses that non-economic costs are more

significant in developing countries than economic costs

and the absence of a market price is one of the main

reasons why assessing non-economic costs is challenging.

Thomas et al. (2019) advised that the intangible cost of

adaptation should be addressed. This study filled in the gap

in existing knowledge by infusing non-economic costs of

adaptation such as social, psychological and environmental

costs that have not been fully considered in past research

and provided a non-financial measurement criterion for

the costs.
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Conclusion

The costs associated with adaptation have the potential to

limit its sustainability especially among resource constrained

smallholder farmers. Smallholder farmers need to be equipped

with the necessary tools to enhance adaptation decision making.

This would ensure that they make informed decisions that

improves the sustainability of adaptation plans. This study

aimed to develop a tool for estimating adaptation cost to climate

change that smallholder maize farmers can use while making

adaptation decisions with a strong focus on sustainability of

adaptation plans. The study outlines the activities that were

conducted in coming up with a context-specific tool for

enhancing sustainable adaptation among smallholder maize

farmers. It is hoped that the tool will assist smallholder

farmers to estimate their respective adaptation costs before

implementing adaptation plans. In doing so, they will be able

to make informed adaptation decisions that would enhance

sustainable adaptation. The tool for estimating adaptation

cost offer a simplified way of estimating adaptation cost

using non-financial terms. It eases the challenging task of

comprehending adaptation costs in quantitative terms. The

evaluation tools, equations and the summated rated scale are

structured in a simplified way devoid of complicated tools and

techniques to enhance usability by the end-users, smallholder

maize farmers. Overall, the study submits a possible solution

to the dilemma of measuring adaptation costs. It is important

to note that the framework developed in this study used

data solicited from smallholder maize farmers in Chirumanzu

District only. This means that the tool is context-specific.

This raises issues of transferability. The tool should therefore

be applied to other smallholder maize farmers with caution

bearing in mind that there could be other costs that may

have been omitted. In addition, some costs may not apply to

areas other than Chirumanzu. Further research is therefore

recommended to establish whether there are differences in

adaptation cost experiences between smallholder maize farmers

in Chirumanzu and smallholder farmers elsewhere. This

would enable the establishment of similarities and differences

across different farmers in different areas. This conforms

with the need to test and validate the tool for estimating

adaptation cost to climate variability and change developed in

this study.
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